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Mobile Commerce
Solutions
Engage customers, expanding
relationships, creating loyalty
and acquiring new customers.
Enable a mobile transaction
channel making it simple and
convenient for customers to
make purchases, pay bills and
transfer funds.
Reduce the cost of servicing
customers, while maintaining
communication and service.
One platform for quick, easy
and secure deployment of
consumer mobile services
across all mobile channels
worldwide.
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Today, mobile operators want to acquire and retain customers by offering new value added mobile commerce
services. They want to introduce financial services beyond operator billing, and top-up services beyond scratch cards.
Financial institutions recognise the mobile economy as an opportunity to strengthen their position through
new products and services to create new revenue streams, attract new deposits, reduce costs, reduce fraud, and
increase customer loyalty.
Enterprises around the world want to leverage the mobile channel in the marketing mix creating personalised
and direct marketing, interactive and transactional relationships with their customers.
With the Sybase 365’s award winning, end-to-end mobile commerce platform enterprises, mobile operators and
financial institutions can:
Engage customers, expanding relationships, creating Loyalty and acquiring new customers
Enable a mobile transaction channel making it simple and convenient for customers to make purchases, pay
bills and transfer funds
Reduce the cost of servicing customers, while maintaining direct and effective customer communication
and service
All with one platform for quick, easy and secure deployment of consumer mobile services across all mobile
channels, worldwide.

Mobile Commerce Business Opportunities
Sybase 365 provides an end-to-end solution for for mobile banking, mobile payments and mobile money in both,
developed and emerging markets - enabling subscribers to pay, buy, bank and remit money with a mobile device.
Mobile Banking enables Financial Institutions to extend their interaction with their customers in to the
mobile channel.
For SAP Online Banking customers, this extends their reach from internet banking to the mobile channel.
SAP Online Banking is available in Retail and Business banking editions.
Mobile Payments creates new services to mobilise payments, P2P payments, remittances, airtime transfer,
mobile top-up and purchase content.
Mobile wallet support: enables the funding of payments from bank accounts, credit/debit cards, phone bill,
and other electronic funding sources
Stored value account (SVA) support: enables the funding of payments from preloaded ‘purse’ of value,
including cash and airtime as source.
Mobile Inclusive Banking enables Financial Institutions to offer financial services to the unbanked, wholly
through the mobile channel (branchless banking)
Enables financial institutions to reach new customer segments, beyond the reach of existing Branch and
ATM networks
As a proven global leader, Sybase 365 empowers financial institutions, mobile operators and enterprises to
navigate through the mobile economy bringing together mobile messaging, mobile commerce applications
and implementation services.

SAP Mobile Commerce Solutions

SAP Mobile Commerce Products
The core SAP Mobile Commerce Products mobilise the value chain end-to-end with easy, secure and universal
all-in-one systems. Each of the products covers an attractive segment of mobile business:
SAP Online Banking
Designed to meet the online delivery requirements of the financial services industry.
The SAP Online Banking solution offers you all of the components of an outstanding e-finance channel,
including banking, bill payment and presentment, money movement, payment and transfer warehousing, stop
payments, online statements, and check and deposit item images.
The Sybase eBanking 365 Corporate Banking solution encompasses a full range of services that enable banks to
offer to both their SME and corporate clients the most robust, technically advanced, and efficient cash management
solutions available.
SAP Mobile Banking
Allows end-user to use their mobile phone as a micro bank, performing basic banking tasks where instant information is important e.g. enquire about account balances, configure notifications to receive account activity or threshold
alerts and manage accounts. Available in Retail, SME and Corporate banking editions,
SAP Mobile Consumer Payments
Enables end-user to make domestic person-to-person (P2P) payments to known and to unknown beneficiaries; make
remote and proximity purchases at various merchant acceptance points, pay bills and repay loans.
SAP Mobile TopUp
Empowers end-user to top-up airtime on their own or any other mobile phone, share airtime within a network and
transfer airtime across borders - directly from their handset or via automatic rules paying electronically from home,
in the street or in a shop paying with cash.
SAP Mobile Remittance
Enables end-user to send money across borders to an intended beneficiary managing friends-and-family lists,
buying a remittance voucher online, at an agent or in any retail location, and initiating the money transfer from an
agent location, from a wallet or a bank/card account.
SAP Mobile Platform
The SAP Mobile Platform is a complete, powerful operator-grade Payment Processing and Service Delivery Platform that
provides a state-of-the-art Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) for true dynamic real-time integration and rapid application
development. It offers support for mobile channels including SMS, USSD, mobile browser, downloadable client, STK, and
works on any mobile device, on any network, with any language and currency. It is modular, highly scalable, standards
based and allows the customization of components and workflows.
Why Sybase 365?
Sybase 365, the mobile services arm of SAP, is the global leaderis the global leader in mobile messaging services and
mobile commerce. Sybase 365 enables interoperability between mobile payment networks and has established
industry reference points; live mobile commerce deployments in 25 countries across the globe.
To ensure customer success, Sybase 365 offers additional value added services including Business Consulting for
Go-To-Market Strategy, Mobile Marketing services for uptake and Business Intelligence for continuous analysis and
improvement.
The Sybase 365 mCommerce solution is developed and deployed complying with industry standards including ISO
9001, Payment Card Industry (PCI), and has been successfully audited by national banks and security experts.
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